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Terre Blanche Golf Club

.......
CONTINUING THE TRADITION
From our beginnings as a tour operator, the way
we travel has been distinct. Our preference is
to charter small ships so that we can arrange
itineraries that optimize both golf and touring
experiences for our guests, and our most
prolific charter relationship has been with
Sea Cloud Cruises.
In fact, our first ever charter as Kalos Tours, an
archaeological tour of Greece, was aboard the
original Sea Cloud, and our first ever golf tour in
1997 along the Danube was aboard the original
River Cloud, a ship owned at that time by Sea
Cloud Cruises. In addition to a dedication to
European-style, five-star service, there was a
classic and comfortable feeling aboard both.
Sea Cloud, built as a private yacht by E.F. Hutton
and his wife Marjorie Merriweather Post, set the
standard as a timeless and elegant sailing vessel.
Kalos guests relished the private club intimacy and
service aboard Sea Cloud, and when Sea Cloud II
was launched, with larger, more uniform cabins,
and the familiar configuration and standards of an
exclusive hotel, we expanded our close relationship
with Sea Cloud Cruises.

To date, we have operated more than 250 charters
aboard Sea Cloud ships. As Kalos guests will
attest, when we are onboard a Sea Cloud vessel,
the ship staff and Kalos staff work seamlessly as
one team with a single goal: customer delight.
It is our great pleasure to continue the tradition
of combining the world’s finest golf and touring
with the world’s most unique and exclusive
sailing vessel. Sea Cloud Spirit will feature the
same level of first-class, personalized service and
accommodations that our guests recognize. As
well, Sea Cloud Spirit epitomizes the charm and
tradition of a ship purpose-built as a classic sailing
vessel, while simultaneously boasting “modern”
enhancements including cabins with private
outdoor space, a large full-service spa and a casual,
on-deck bistro dining option.
We look forward to welcoming you aboard
Sea Cloud Spirit.

Jim Lamont
President
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In 1994, we introduced the golf cruise, a
new concept in travel. Chartering boutique
ships, we began hosting a select number of
country club members aboard what became
our own private club afloat, escorting guests
comfortably and stylishly to the top courses
and touring destinations in Europe. These
small groups of travelers appreciated the
exceptional personalized service, unique
and comfortable accommodations we
offered, and enjoyed the camaraderie of old
and new friends along the way.

FROM BARCELONA TO MÁLAGA, OUR
journey is one of both harmony and contrast. Roman,
Greek and Moorish influences weave a potent record
of conquest and civilization from the Côte d’Azur to
Catalonia, the Costa Brava to Andalusía. Cultural
and artistic evolution in each of these regions has
taken varying paths. Illuminating the marriage
of ancient and modern along our route will be as
much a delight as playing some of Europe’s modern
classics: PGA Catalunya, El Saler, Sotogrande and
Finca Cortesin.

Since our founding, we have continuously
enhanced our service and expanded our
selection of uniquely designed itineraries
to the finest golf and touring destinations
around the world by land and ship, by
private jet and chartered aircraft. In
the process, we’ve created enduring
relationships and special memories with our
loyal clients.

This journey is aboard Sea Cloud Spirit; privately
chartered for this journey, she is our exclusive club
at sea. While ashore, we play an outstanding lineup of some of the best courses in Europe and explore
captivating cities along the Mediterranean coast
including Marseille, Valencia, Barcelona and Málaga.
Our tours feature visits to coastal capitals, ancient
villages steeped in culture, with stops at notable
museums and historic spots along the way.

Kalos Golf itineraries combine the best
of global golf and touring with five-star
service, whether by sea, air or land. We
privately charter vessels that accommodate
a small number of like-minded guests, and
stay at unique and distinctive boutique
properties throughout our journeys. In
essence, these small groups become a
private club and create the ideal atmosphere
for an intimate golf and travel experience.

Traveling with Kalos Golf means never having to
worry about your golf bag. Our staff awaits at every
course with your bag placed on a cart and the practice
facility cleared for your arrival. And don’t worry
about the pairings—we take requests or pair you with
new friends who share your skill level and enthusiasm
for the game.
Whether playing golf or exploring medieval towns
with our experienced guides, shopping on your own
or enjoying authentic Spanish cuisine, you will
experience unsurpassed personal attention, returning
from your journey with new and enriched friendships
and memories of a captivating adventure.

FRANCE
Marseille
Palamós
Barcelona

Valencia

SPAIN
Málaga
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Nice

Mediterran e an
Sea

Golf Select Package
T y rrhen i an
Sea

A balanced mix of golf and touring in which
golfers play three rounds on these courses:

In addition to great golf in historic
locations, we arrange daily tours for those
not playing golf. We visit cultural, historic
and culinary treasures around the world,
where our focus is on private experiences
that allow us to avoid large crowds, as our
expert guides and staff ensure a memorable,
distinct and safe journey throughout.

• PGA Catalunya
• La Reserva Club de Golf
• Finca Cortesin Golf Club
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TERRE BLANCHE PRE-TOUR
May 3–6, 2022
Depart your home city on May 3 for an overnight
flight to Nice, France. You will be greeted at the
airport and transferred to the heart of the Côte
d’Azur region and the wonderful Terre Blanche
Hôtel Spa Golf Resort. Golfers play two rounds
at Terre Blanche – Le Château and Le Riou
courses – which undulate and wind through the
foothills of the Alpes-Maritimes. Both are Dave
Thomas designs and true European golf gems.
Touring guests enjoy visits to St-Paul-de-Vence,
Antibes, Nice and Grasse.
Tour price starts at $1,892 per person, double occupancy, in a Suite
($2,379 per person, double occupancy, in a Villa; $2,563 per person,
single occupancy, in a Suite). The package includes two nights
accommodations, breakfast each day, tours or two rounds of golf, and
transfers on scheduled arrival and departure dates.
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PGA Catalunya

May 5/6: Home • Nice, France • Embark
Sea Cloud Spirit
Depart your home city on May 5 for an overnight flight
to Nice, France. After your plane clears the last of the
snow-capped Alps, look for the sun to reflect off the
crystal blue waters of the Côte d’Azur. You are greeted at
the airport and transported to Sea Cloud Spirit in Nice.

.......
May 7: Marseille, France
A full day of touring is offered today as we visit
Aix-en-Provence. Town of fountains and town of art,
Aix-en-Provence has developed around this dual identity.
As we walk through the hometown of post-impressionist
painter Paul Cézanne, we see the landscapes he painted
and the fields where local residents became his subjects.
Step into the studio where props pictured in his still
lifes remain, many just as he left them. Aix’s grandest
boulevard, the Cours Mirabeau, dates to the 17th century.
Lined with plane trees, elaborate fountains and opulent
mansions, it invites a leisurely walk or a drink in one of
its many popular cafés.

.......
May 8: Palamós, Spain
Golf: PGA Catalunya
Recognized as one of Spain’s top five courses, PGA
Catalunya’s undulating land, dense with mature trees,
is set dramatically against the Pyrénées Mountains. The
surroundings are quite different from the courses we play
in southern Spain. PGA Catalunya is always a favorite
among Kalos golfers and is an ideal first round in our
journey along the coast of Spain.
Tour: Montserrat
Montserrat is a rugged mountain where we will visit
one of the most popular pilgrimage destinations in
Spain, Santa Maria de Montserrat Abbey. We will see
the statue dedicated to Catalonia’s favored saint, the
Black Madonna, and tour the expansive and ornate
Benedictine abbey.
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Valencia, Spain

.......
May 9: Barcelona, Spain
Golf: Royal El Prat Golf Club
Though the club was established in 1954, the current
site of Royal El Prat dates to the late 1990’s when
Greg Norman designed and built this 45-hole complex.
With large greens, wide and sometimes plunging
fairways, the courses were built to accommodate
international competitions. Consistently ranked among
Spain’s top courses, and Europe’s top 100, El Prat will
delight and challenge.
Tour: Barcelona
Barcelona offers a cosmopolitan flavor and some of the
best known architecture in Europe. Touring guests will
enjoy a panoramic overview of the city with visits to
some of its most notable sites, including the Park Güell,
Passeig de Gràcia and Gaudí’s famed Sagrada Família.

.......
May 10: Valencia, Spain
All guests experience a panoramic exploration of
Valencia’s lively cultural and historic treasures. We visit
the UNESCO World Heritage Site Llotja de la Seda,
a masterpiece of Gothic architecture, and the Valencia
Cathedral, which holds an agate cup claimed to be the
Holy Grail. We will also see the modern architectural
marvels of Valencia’s City of Arts and Sciences.

.......
May 11: Valencia
Golf: Campo de Golf El Saler
For the traditionalist, El Saler is Spain’s best course,
and is considered Javier Arana’s greatest work. Half
the holes work their way through lush pine forests
and the rest is true open links land, blending in with
mountainous dunes close to the sea.
Tour: Spanish Cooking School
Before heading to cooking school to learn the methods
of preparing an authentic Spanish meal, our Spanish
chef will first take us to the market to purchase the
ingredients for today’s culinary experience. Once
prepared, we enjoy the fruits of our labor, paired with
just the right Spanish wine.
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La Reserva Club de Golf

.......
May 12: Day at Sea
Settle in aboard Sea Cloud Spirit and delight in a full day at sea as we cruise the
coast of Spain. Sit back and watch skilled deckhands as they scale the masts that
reach almost 190 feet high and hoist the sails on a vessel that sets a new standard in
a family of the finest hand-sailed square-riggers of our age.

.......
May 13: Málaga, Spain • Disembark Sea Cloud Spirit • Finca Cortesin
We bid farewell to Sea Cloud Spirit and her crew as we disembark and transfer to the
casually luxurious Finca Cortesin Resort for the remainder of our time in Spain.
Golf: La Reserva Club de Golf
Cut through rolling terrain and featuring stunning vistas to the Mediterranean Sea
and up to the Andalusian hills, La Reserva’s championship course enhances the
heritage of great golf in the Costa del Sol. Opened in 2003 and designed by Cabell
Robinson, a Robert Trent Jones disciple, La Reserva features generous fairways,
large greens, and bunkers familiar to RTJ enthusiasts. La Reserva is a wonderfully
manicured course in a spectacular setting and it is our pleasure to play here.
Tour: Málaga
The Phoenicians founded the city of Málaga in the 8th century. We start with a drive
to visit the famous Gibralfaro Castle located on a hilltop, with a commanding view
of the city. Afterwards, we return to the city center to see the majestic Cathedral of
Málaga and enjoy a walking tour through the old quarter. We have time for lunch and
shopping before we visit the remarkable Picasso Museum.

.......
May 14: Málaga
Golf: Real Club de Golf Sotogrande
Opened in 1964, Sotogrande was Robert Trent Jones’ first European course, and the
first course along the Costa del Sol. It is a credit to Jones’ vision that the course more
than holds up not only in terms of challenge, but also in classic beauty. Each hole
requires good strategy and execution, with well-placed bunkers and water hazards
dictating the safest approach. Fairways are generous, the rough is manageable, the
greens are wonderfully contoured and manicured; most are elevated, so an extra
club is in order on approach on most occasions. Sotogrande is a wonderful venue
that represents the genesis of golf along the Costa del Sol and it is our pleasure to be
invited to play this private club..
Tour: Ronda
Touring guests travel to Ronda, which sits on a massive rocky outcrop straddling
a steep limestone crevice. Ronda was one of the final Moorish bastions because of
this wonderful strategic position. Our guide leads us on a narrated stroll through the
compact old city center which includes a visit to the cathedral and bullring. We enjoy
cheese and tapas in a local restaurant along with spectacular views from our vantage
point overlooking the valley of olive groves that stretch out below us.
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.......
May 15: Málaga
Golf: Finca Cortesin Golf Club
A four-time host course for the Volvo Match
Play Championship, this open country course is
consistently ranked near the top of Spanish golf
courses. The dramatic elevation changes will keep
you on your toes as you weave through scenic
valleys with fantastic views of the surrounding
hills and countryside. Dotted with water hazards,
waste areas and well-placed bunkers throughout,
Finca Cortesin presents an enjoyable challenge in
a beautiful landscape, an ideal closing round to
our journey.
Tour: Mijas
Take a look behind the scenes at Spanish
country life. This classical village with a strong
Andalusian flavor offers wonderful views of
the coast. On a clear day, you can see Gibraltar.
Cobblestone streets and charming, whitewashed
houses are the classic sights of this picturepostcard Spanish village. Of special interest is
the unique square bullring dating from Moorish
times, and a charming chapel dedicated to Our
Lady of the Rocks, hewn out of the hillside.

.......
May 16: Málaga • Home
We depart Finca Cortesin for transfers to the
Málaga Airport.
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SEA CLOUD SPIRIT

A New Standard
Building a fully-rigged three-master in the 21st
century may seem a relic in today’s world of
bigger and faster excesses. Sea Cloud Spirit is
indeed a throwback to a time of standards and
traditions, and represents Sea Cloud Cruises’
commitment to a passion for sailing.
With 69 cabins, all with marble bathrooms,
served by 85 crew under sails that soar to 190
feet, Sea Cloud Spirit combines the romance of a
windjammer with modern comforts and first-class
European service; setting new standards in
ocean travel.
As Sea Cloud II built upon her predecessor, so
does Sea Cloud Spirit, with a classic outline and
elegant styling familiar to sailing enthusiasts the
world over. Enhancements include a generous
number of cabins with outside balconies, an
extensive sun deck, a gym with panoramic views
and an exclusive and expansive spa and wellness
center. And, in addition to a fine dining menu in
the restaurant each evening, an optional bistro
menu is available on the Lido Deck.
It is our great privilege to partner with Sea Cloud
Cruises to sail aboard Sea Cloud Spirit and we
invite you to join us on this magnificent vessel,
as we discover the greatest golf and touring the
world has to offer.

Lounge

.......

Lido Deck
Memorable Golf Adventures

Kalos Golf
1504 East Franklin Street, Suite 200
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
To view complete pricing and remaining trip details, please request a full trip
brochure using the brochure request button posted throughout our website, or
call us at 1-919-942-3464.
Each trip brochure may be viewed live online or received via postal mail.
Thank you for your interest in our memorable golf adventures.

GOLF’S FINEST TR AVEL EXPERIENCE
The truth about great international golf courses is that they are
typically in close proximity to fascinating cultural and historic
venues, immersed in unique landscapes ripe for discovery, making
our trips ideal for couples in which one spouse is a passionate
golfer, and one may rather tour. We dedicate as much purpose to
planning and executing our touring programs as we do our golf
line-up; no other golf tour operator can make this promise.
We know our clients demand stimulating experiences beyond
golf and strive to present our guests with a rich blend of choices
between golf and touring each day. Even the heartiest golfers
among our guests often remark, “it was tough to decide today
between the tour and the links.”
Each day, touring passengers will have the option to experience
fascinating cultural and historic or culinary and wine tours. On
some days, golfers and tour guests will spend the day touring
together and on others, they will get together for a private wine
tasting or tour after golf.
We challenge you to ﬁnd a touring program with any other luxury
golf tour operator that is as robust, inclusive and exclusive as you
will ﬁnd on a Kalos Golf tour.

Telephone: 919.942.3464
Fax: 919.929.3326
Info@KalosGolf.com
www.KalosGolf.com

